Welcome to the AMPP Officer Newsletter!
This monthly newsletter aims to keep you, our leaders, informed of the latest AMPP merger updates, provide helpful information/guidance, answers to some of our most frequently asked questions, and to celebrate our Section and Chapter “wins”!

We sincerely appreciate our member leaders, so please continue to share your comments and feedback with us so that we can keep this resource as relevant as possible for you.

Updates for Section and Chapter Leaders

NO Officer Elections – Sections, Chapters and Areas will not host elections for new terms. We are asking that terms be extended for now, following the procedures outlined here. AMPP staff will be following up with leadership to offer guidance, share current rosters, and provide instructions for reporting term extensions back to headquarters.

The Membership Program Committee will work to develop election procedures for our new geographic communities and we look forward to working with our current leadership to roll out the new process this year!

Dual Membership – Any member who holds a current NACE or SSPC membership can “opt in” to dual membership with both organizations at no additional cost. Members who wish to take advantage of this opportunity must visit their online member profile and click the “Opt-in for dual benefits” button.

A new membership model will be available at the end of 2021, but for now we will continue to offer NACE membership and SSPC membership delivered by AMPP.

AMPP’s New Website is Live!
AMPP.org is designed as a simple point of entry to AMPP and a pathway to legacy content from NACE and SSPC. Created with user experience in mind, the site serves as a bridge to resources and the latest news from AMPP.

As we continue to merge our legacy associations under the AMPP umbrella, the new website will gradually incorporate more content. For now, we hope you will explore our new site at www.ampp.org and send us your feedback at questions@ampp.org.

Wins and Stories

NACE Sections/SSPC Chapters Host Exciting Kick-off Meetings – NACE Section and SSPC Chapter leaders across the globe are working together to build closer rapport and discuss how to better serve the industry. Most recently, members in Japan and Malaysia came together to host joint virtual meetings.

We highly value the efforts and time the leaders have contributed and look forward to more collaboration between the sections and chapters.

Stay tuned! Stay connected!
NACE Tokyo Japan Section and SSPC Japan Chapter Leaders interacting virtually

NACE Founding Malaysia Section and SSPC Malaysia Chapter Leaders interacting virtually

**Information and Contacts**

Stay up to date with information on the merger at the pages below.

- [https://www.nace.org/about/nace-sspc-news](https://www.nace.org/about/nace-sspc-news)
- [https://sspc.org/ampp-updates/](https://sspc.org/ampp-updates/)

If you have any questions or stories you would like to share, please send them to:

Cindy Tracy, [cindy.tracy@nace.org](mailto:cindy.tracy@nace.org) or Cara Blyzwick, [blyzwick@sspc.org](mailto:blyzwick@sspc.org).

---
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